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INTRODUCTION

Public space design, a critically underexamined activity
  Restoring the focus on materiality
  Backtracking to design
  Taking a critical look

The public space, object per se?
  Formal and material autonomy
  Semantic autonomy

GENESIS

Prelude (1980–1990): the laboratories
  The Barcelona model
  The Lyon model

Turn of the century: the emergence of a field of design
  Mid-nineties: generalization of the subject
  Concerns and vectors for change
PORTRAITS

A method for critical analysis of the project’s genesis
Three investigations

ANIMATE

Place Simon-Goulart | Geneva | 2003–2013
A homogeneous island | Partitioning the space for distinct functions | Materiality at the service of spatial organization | Urban storytelling as a project tool | Communal places, between banality and community

Place de la République | Paris | 2009–2013
A large pedestrian esplanade | A difference dictated by uses | Hesitations between modulation and unity | A surface, simultaneously special and commonplace | Abstraction and simplification of the area | Ambiguity of layout

Creating the commons

ORNAMENT

Place du Molard | Geneva | 2002–2004
Uncertain limits | A need to find a logic specific to the site | History revisited by a universal symbol | Background-figure ambivalence

Superkilen | Copenhagen | 2007–2012
Give the place an identity by a radical treatment of the surfacing | A superlative project | Ambivalence toward the context | The design of the red square as an example | A pictorial treatment of the public space

Pictorial figures
135 **CONSTRUCT**

138 **MFO-Park | Zurich | 1998–2002**
Competition conditions at the origin of an extraordinary concept | A void, designed as a solid | A predominantly constructive rationality | An oneiric project narrative | Autonomous or contextualized object?

150 **Theaterplein | Antwerp | 2004–2008**
Intellectual justification for the composition of the space | An air cube as a theater extension | Roof span reinforced by the ground treatment | Abstraction and monumentality: symbols of a "social infrastructure"

163 **Characterized volumes**

169 **MODEL**

172 **Paseo Marítimo de la Playa de Poniente | Benidorm | 2002–2009**
A conceptual gesture | A sculptural form of extreme complexity | From geometric complexity to site rationality | Equivocal role of the natural referential field | A distinctive ground covering | The need to make a difference

186 **Måløv Aksen – the Stationsplads | Måløv | 2008–2010**
Wide-scale site assessment | The melting ice theme extended the Stationsplads: shaping a space for walking and exploration | A geometric and architectonic landscape | A theme as a local anchor? | A fragmented network of heterogeneous spaces

199 **Sculpting to entertain**
NATURE

Platz der Menschenrechte | Riem, Munich | 2005
An urban square at the beginning | A pine wood | Sensitive, poetic imaginary | Toward a formal singularization of the square | A hybrid character

Bymilen | Copenhagen | 2007–2010
A dense and surprising forest on sloping ground | Elements embedded in a unifying surface | An environment to be explored differently | A sensory aesthetic | Two natural imaginaries of differing value | Formal singularization of the public space

Shards of nature

CROSS-EXAMINATION

An ambiguous relationship with the material context
Salutary designs: beyond the beautification project
A redefinition of the notion of context
Public spaces, purveyors of experiences
Singularize and universalize at the same time
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